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2020-2021 Founders Club Season Pass + Ikon Upgrade Option 

When purchasing an adult, young adult or child season pass with CMFC units, Founders may upgrade 

to the Ikon Base Pass.  This option price will be $299.00 each  (for all ages 5 and up) and will be paid 

separately by credit card, as described below. 

IMPORTANT:  This Ikon Base Pass option will be available to Founders Club members and their family 

members only.  Non-family friends/guests of members are not eligible to participate in this option.    

The Ikon Base Pass option offer is only available for those who activate their units and submit their 

pass forms by the October 1st deadline, no exceptions! 

The eligible members electing the option of the Ikon Base Pass will not receive a Crystal Pass, but Ikon 

Base Pass only (which includes Crystal). 

Members wishing to purchase the Ikon Base Pass option will receive a promo code and will go directly 

to the Ikon Pass website to purchase directly.  These promo codes will be for the member(s) only 

(single use) and will be valid from October 1st through October 10th.  The offer is for the Ikon Base 

Pass.  Once the purchase has been completed, it is final and cannot be edited in any way. 

The Ikon website is: https://www.ikonpass.com/en/shop-passes/ikon-base-pass-2020-2021 

Ikon Base Pass Holders receive 10% discount at retail locations and a 10% discount on food at Crystal 

Mountain.  Ikon Base Pass Holders also have family & friends discounts; however, these discounts are 

not valid to charge using Founders Club membership units. 

Sorry, it is not possible to issue refunds to members who purchased Ikon Passes prior to this offering. 

The Founders will activate normally as in previous years, choosing option(s) to purchase Crystal-only 

season passes, transfer lift credit, or just use for single day tickets. 

Those members who do not purchase the Ikon Base Pass Option will receive a Crystal Founders 

Season Pass valid at Crystal Mountain only.  Crystal Mountain has aligned ages and passes with our 

Ikon Pass partner.  CM Passholders will continue to receive 10% Discount on retail items in Right 

Angle Sports and Bootworks during the Winter Season; there will be no discount on labor.  These 

passes will be mailed out by Crystal after the paperwork has been processed by the Crystal Team, as 

done in previous years. 

If you did not have a season pass in the last three years, you must get a new photo if you purchase 

a pass for this season.   Instructions for providing new pass photos can be obtained by emailing CMFC 

directly at crystalfounders@gmail.com  
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